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Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) arise from the thermonuclear explosion of carbon-oxygen

white dwarfs1,2. Though the uniformity of their light curves makes them powerful cosmo-

logical distance indicators3,4, long-standing issues remain regarding their progenitors and

explosion mechanisms2,5,6. Recent detection of the early ultraviolet pulse of a peculiar

subluminous SN Ia has been claimed as new evidence for the companion-ejecta interac-

tion through the single-degenerate channel7,8. Here, we report the discovery of a promi-

nent but red optical flash at ∼ 0.5 days after the explosion of a SN Ia which shows hybrid

features of different SN Ia sub-classes: a light curve typical of normal-brightness SNe

Ia, but with strong titanium absorptions, commonly seen in the spectra of subluminous

ones. We argue that the early flash of such a hybrid SN Ia is different from predictions

of previously suggested scenarios such as the companion-ejecta interaction8−10. Instead it

can be naturally explained by a SN explosion triggered by a detonation of a thin helium

shell either on a near-Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarf (& 1.3 M�) with low-yield 56Ni

or on a sub-Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarf (∼ 1.0 M�) merging with a less massive

white dwarf. This finding provides compelling evidence that one branch of the previously

proposed explosion models, the helium-ignition scenario, does exist in nature, and such a

scenario may account for explosions of white dwarfs in a wider mass range in contrast to

what was previously supposed11−14.

A faint optical transient was discovered on UT April 4.345, 2016 through the newly estab-

lished high-cadence deep-imaging survey which is optimized for finding Type Ia Supernovae

(SNe Ia) within a few days after explosion with the Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC)15—“the
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MUlti-band Subaru Survey for Early-phase SNe Ia” (MUSSES). Close attention has been paid

to one transient because its brightness increased by ∼ 6.3 times within one day of the first ob-

servation. We designated this fast-rising transient as MUSSES1604D (the official designation

is SN 2016jhr)—the fourth early-phase SN candidate found in the April 2016 observing run of

MUSSES.

Figure 1 presents the observed g-, r-, i-band light curves of MUSSES1604D. The earliest

photometry by Subaru/HSC indicates an apparent g-band magnitude of 25.14 ± 0.15 on April

4.345 (MJD 57482.345). One day later, MUSSES1604D brightened rapidly to ∼ 23.1 and 23.0

mag in the g and r bands, respectively. More surprisingly, the g-band observation on April 6

indicates that the transient “paused” brightening from April 5, showing a plateau-like evolution

lasting for ∼ 1 day. At the same time, the transient also slowed down in its rate of brightening

in the r band.

Follow-up observations indicated that MUSSES1604D is a SN Ia with a r-band peak ab-

solute magnitude of ∼ -19.1 on April 26. Adopting a host galaxy redshift z of 0.11737, the

rest-frame light curves in the B- and V -band absolute magnitudes from ∼ 4 days after the

first observation are derived by applying a K-correction based on the best-fitting model with

SALT216. Because of the peculiar flash at early time, K-correction for the flash-phase light

curves is performed by simplified spectral-energy distributions, estimated from the early color

information of MUSSES1604D (see Methods). The rest-frame B-band light curve shows a peak

absolute magnitude of about -18.8 and ∆m15(B) ≈ 1.0 mag, indicating a normal-brightness SN

Ia17.
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Color evolution within a few days after a SN explosion is crucial for identifying the early

flash8,10. In contrast to another peculiar early-flash SN Ia iPTF14atg with B−V color evolution

obtained only from ∼ 5 days after the discovery7, the specific survey strategy of the MUSSES

project enables us to obtain the color information of MUSSES1604D from 1 day after the first

observation (Figure 2), which shows a slightly red B−V color of about 0.2 mag at first, redden-

ing further to about 0.5 mag in one day.

The interaction of SN ejecta with a non-degenerate companion star8,18,19 (“companion-

ejecta interaction”, CEI) or with dense circumstellar material9,10 (“CSM-ejecta interaction”)

are popular scenarios to explain the early optical flash. In order to produce a prominent optical

flash comparable to that of MUSSES1604D, either a companion with a very extended envelope

or a large-scale CSM distribution is required. In the CEI scenario, a prominent flash generated

from the inner, hot region of ejecta can be observed through the hole that is carved out by a

red-giant companion8,19. In the CSM-ejecta-interaction scenario, a more extended CSM dis-

tribution could generate a brighter flash but with longer diffusion time. Our best-fitting CEI

model (Figures 2 & 3) and previous simulations of both two scenarios8,10,19 all indicate that the

particular blue color evolution is inevitable when producing the early flash as bright as that of

MUSSES1604D (Extended Data Figure 1), which is incompatible with the red and rapid early

color evolution observed for MUSSES1604D.

Peculiar spectral features have been discovered around the peak epoch (Figure 4). At first

glance, the Si II λ6355 line, the W-shaped S II feature, and the Ca II H & K absorptions are
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reminiscent of a normal SN Ia, while the weak Si II λ5972 line suggests a higher photospheric

temperature than those of SNe Ia with similar luminosities. On the other hand, prominent

absorption features such as the Ti II trough around 4150 Å, usually attributed to low temperature,

have been found at the same time, in contrast to the brightness indicated by the light curve. By

inspecting near-maximum spectra of more than 800 non-subluminous SNe Ia, we found just

three MUSSES1604D-like objects—SN 2006bt, SN 2007cq and SN 2012df (Extended Data

Figures 2 & 3), indicating the rarity of such hybrid SNe Ia.

The peculiar spectral features and the early flash followed by a normal-brightness light

curve observed for MUSSES1604D are incompatible with predictions of classical explosion

mechanisms20,21 through the hydrogen-accreting single degenerate channel, but suggested by a

specific scenario in which the SN explosion is triggered by the He-shell detonation, so-called

the double-detonation (DDet) scenario12,13,22,23. In principle, a He-shell detonation not only

generates a shock wave propagating toward the center of the white dwarf (WD) and ignites

carbon burning near the center, but also allocates 56Ni and other radioactive isotopes such as

52Fe and 48Cr to the outermost layers where the optical depth is relatively low12,23. Therefore

energy deposited by decaying radioactive isotopes diffuses out and consequently results in a

prominent flash in the first few days after the explosion (see Methods). Observationally, the

plateau-like light curve enhancement can be observed with the day-cadence observations. At

the same time, a significant amount of not only iron group elements but also intermediate mass

elements such as Ti and Ca will be produced in the outermost layers12,13,23. Vast numbers of

absorption lines of these elements are very effective in blocking the flux in the blue part of

the optical spectrum, thus leading to a relatively red B−V color evolution in general. Indeed,
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although a substantial amount of He is left after the detonation, the expected spectrum would

not show a trace of He in the optical wavelength24. By assuming a progenitor star with a WD

mass of 1.03 M� and a He-shell mass as low as ∼ 0.054 M� (as required to trigger the He

detonation on the surface of a 1.03 M� WD12,23), the prominent early flash, peculiar early color

evolution and Ti II trough feature are reproduced simultaneously (Figures 2–4). Early-phase

photometric behavior similar to that seen in our simulation has also been independently shown

in a simulation of the sub-Chandrasekhar DDet model very recently25, validating our simulation

and interpretation.

A potential issue in our simulation is the assumption of a sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD

with a thin He-shell. The amount of synthesized 56Ni is sensitive to the mass of the exploding

WD and determines the peak luminosity12,23. The DDet model requires a sub-Chandrasekhar-

mass WD (∼ 1 M�) for the peak luminosity of MUSSES1604D. However, DDet happening on

such a WD would lead to a fast-evolving B-band light curve, which is inconsistent with a much

slower-evolving light curve observed for MUSSES1604D. In addition, the early flash resulting

from the corresponding He mass of 0.054 M� is much brighter than that of MUSSES1604D.

We suggest two alternative scenarios that also involve He detonation to solve this issue. A He-

ignited violent merger14 can easily trigger a detonation in a thin He shell, and could produce

the light curve of MUSSES1604D, but by fine-tuning the configuration of the binary system.

Whether core detonation can be triggered by the thin-He-shell detonation through the WD-WD

merger is also an open question26,27. Alternatively, the lower mass He can be detonated on the

surface of a near-Chandrasekhar-mass WD, which provides a better and more straightforward

account of the light curve and spectral features (Figures 2–4). Further investigation suggests that
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the best-fitting WD mass is in the range 1.28–1.38 M� but with a low-yield 56Ni compared with

the prediction by DDet (see Methods). This finding suggests that there could be a mechanism to

reduce the mass of 56Ni in the explosion triggered by the He detonation. For example, the shock

wave generated by He detonation may trigger a deflagration rather than a detonation near the

centre of the WD28, because the high degeneracy pressure of a near-Chandrasekhar-mass WD

would inhibit the formation of a shock wave as strong as that seen in a sub-Chandrasekhar-mass

WD. Although the observed peculiarities of MUSSES1604D could be naturally explained by

this scenario, it is not yet clear how a thin He shell is formed on such a massive WD during

binary evolution.

The discovery of MUSSES1604D indicates that the He-detonation-triggered scenario is also

promising to explain early-flash SNe Ia in addition to other popular scenarios8−10. The promi-

nent optical excess and peculiar color evolution in the earliest phase together with absorptions

due to Ti II ions in around-maximum spectra can be used as indicators of this scenario. The

slow-evolving B-band light curve makes the classical sub-Chandrasekhar DDet model previ-

ously supposed11,12 unlikely. Recent work shows that the sub-Chandrasekhar DDet scenario

could explain a part of normal SNe Ia if only a negligible amount of He exists at the time of

the He-shell detonation29,30. Given that MUSSES1604D is best explained by a He shell that

is thin but still more massive than required in the above scenario, it opens up a possibility that

the He-detonation-triggered scenario would produce a range of observational counterparts, con-

trolled by the masses of both the WD and the He shell. The discovery of MUSSES1604D thus

provides the first observational calibration about the range and combination of these quantities

realized in nature.
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Figure 1: The multi-band light curve of MUSSES1604D. Photometry in g, r and i bands

(observer-frame) are in the AB system. Error bars denote 1-σ uncertainties. Dashed lines are

best-fitting light curves derived from the non-early photometry (t & 12 days) with SALT216. The

explosion epoch is estimated by adopting a classical t2 fireball model for the early-flash phase

(see Methods). The inset zooms in on the early-phase multi-band light curve by Subaru/HSC,

which shows that the brightening in g-band “paused” after the second-night observation.
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imum occurred about 20 days after the explosion. As the bandpass difference between the
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Figure 3: Rest-frame B- and V -band light curves of MUSSES1604D and simulations. K-

corrections in the flash (open squares) and the post-flash phase (filled squares) are carried out

with different methods. Each panel includes He-detonation models for sub-Chandrasekhar-

mass WD (1.03 M� WD + 0.054 M� He-shell; black dashed line) and massive WD (1.28 M�

WD + 0.013 M� He-shell, orange long-dashed line; 1.38 M� WD + 0.01 M� He-shell, red

dotted line; 1.38 M� WD + 0.03 M� He-shell, red solid line) conditions. The inset zooms in

on the flash phase and also includes our best-fitting CEI model assuming a 1.05 M� red-giant

companion (magenta dashed-dotted line). The first-night g-band data (blue circles) are included

in panel a. The explosion epoch shown here is shifted (+0.3 days) from that estimated by the

classical t2 model (Figure 1) within the uncertainty from the simulations. Error bars denote 1-σ

uncertainties.
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Figure 4: An around-maximum spectral comparison of MUSSES1604D, other observed

SNe Ia of different types, and models. In panel a, the spectrum of MUSSES1604D taken 2

days before the B-band maximum by Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) is compared

with that of SN 2011fe (normal), SN 1999dq and SN 2000cx (shallow-silicon), SN 1999by (sub-

luminous), iPTF14atg (early-flash) and SN 2012df (MUSSES1604D-like) at a similar epoch.

Major absorption features are labeled on the spectrum of MUSSES1604D. In panel b, simulated

spectra of the classical W7 deflagration model (top), the newly proposed He-detonation mod-

els with different assumed He-shell masses (middle three), and the classical double-detonation

model for a sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD (bottom) are compared with the MUSSES1604D

spectrum (dark green) at the same epoch (two days before the B-band maximum).
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Methods

I. The Handbook for MUSSES1604D

The MUSSES project and discovery of MUSSES1604D The Subaru Hyper Suprime-

Cam15 (HSC) is a new-generation, wide-field camera which started to serve as a facility in-

strument of the 8.2-m Subaru telescope from 2014. With a total of 116 CCDs, a single HSC

pointing covers 1.8 square degrees and reaches to a g-band limiting magnitude (5-σ ) of about

26.5 mag with exposure time of 300 s.

The MUlti-band Subaru Survey for Early-phase SNe Ia (MUSSES) is a newly established

project which aims to systematically investigate the photometric and spectroscopic behavior

of SNe Ia within a few days of their explosions (hereafter early-phase SNe Ia, ESNe Ia) with

Subaru/HSC and other 1–10 m class telescopes around the world. In every semester, we plan to

carry out 1–2 observing runs and each of them includes two stages: the Subaru/HSC survey (2–3

nights) and follow-up observations. In the survey stage, Subaru/HSC observes over 100 square

degrees of sky with a g-band limiting magnitude of 26.0 (5-σ ) every night for finding ESNe

Ia and obtaining their multi-band light curve information. Using the HSC transient pipeline

and newly employed machine-learning classifiers, we are able to carry out real-time candidate

selection during the survey and trigger photometric/spectroscopic follow-ups within one day

after the Subaru observation. Because of the fast brightening of ESNe Ia, photometric follow-

up observations can be conducted well with 1–4 m telescopes. The strategy of MUSSES gives a

very large photometric dynamic range, enabling us to observe ESNe Ia even to redshift z ∼0.3.
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In order to make the best use of the Subaru time, the MUSSES observing run in April

2016 adopted a specific survey mode which combines both HSC Subaru Strategic Program

(HSC SSP31, 1-night g-band observation, from UT April 4.17 to UT April 4.67) and open-use

observation (1.5-nights g- and r-band observation, from UT April 5.17 to 5.67 and April 6.43

to 6.67 respectively).

The supernova MUSSES1604D (official designation: SN 2016jhr) was discovered on UT

April 4.345, 2016 at α(J2000) = 12h18m19s.85 and δ (J2000) = +00◦15’17.38” with a g-band

magnitude of 25.14 mag upon discovery (Extended Data Figure 4). This was the fourth ESN

candidate found in the April observing run. MUSSES1604D was located about 5.8” (to the

southwest) from the host-galaxy center. The redshift of the host galaxy is 0.11737 ± 0.00001

according to the SDSS (Data Release 12)32. With cosmological parameters H0 = 70 km s−1

Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.30, ΩΛ = 0.70 and Ων = 0.00, we calculate a luminosity distance of 546.5

megaparsecs and a distance modulus of 38.69 mag for MUSSES1604D.

The host galaxy The red color with a visible Hα emission feature suggests that the host

galaxy of MUSSES1604D is a star-forming early-type galaxy33. Further analysis of the SDSS

photometry and spectroscopy shows that the stellar mass is 3− 7× 1010 M�, which is also

consistent with an early-type galaxy, e.g. an S0 galaxy.

Follow-up observations Our scheduled early follow-up observations at La Palma island and

Apache Point Observatory were lost owing to poor weather conditions. By HSC SSP r-band
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observation conducted at two days after our Subaru/HSC observations, we successfully took

another r-band image of MUSSES1604D, which provides a crucial constraint on the timescale

of the early-flash. Multi-band follow-up observations with the 8.0-m Gemini-North telescope,

the 3.5-m Astrophysical Research Consortium (ARC) telescope, the 2.5-m Nordic Optical Tele-

scope (NOT), the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT), the 2-m Liverpool Telescope (LT) and

the 1.05-m Kiso Schmidt telescope have been conducted from about -8 days to +40 days after

the B-band maximum. For the spectroscopic observations, we triggered the 9.2-m SALT and

the 8.0-m Gemini-North telescope at specific epochs to get spectral evolution from about -2

days to one month after the B-band maximum (Extended Data Figure 2).

Data reduction and photometric calibration As MUSSES1604D resides at the edge of

the host galaxy, contamination from the host is negligible except for the photometry of the

earliest Subaru/HSC observation. The morphology of the host galaxy indicates a symmetric S0

galaxy. We thus built the host template with GALFIT34,35 and performed the standard point

spread function (PSF) photometry with the IRAF DAOPHOT package36 on host-subtracted

images. The photometry has been tested by subtracting the SN from the original image, using

an artificial PSF star with the derived photometric magnitude. The average flux of the residual

region is comparable with the surrounding region and well below the photometric error of the

discovery image by Subaru/HSC (the 1-σ photometric error is 0.15 mag). PSF photometry is

performed on host-subtracted images for all follow-up observations as well. The photometry is

then calibrated to the standard SDSS photometric system by adopting a color term correction

based on field stars37. For spectroscopic data reduction, all data were reduced with standard

routines in IRAF.
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II. Light curve fitting and K-correction

Considering the limited understanding of spectral features during the early optical flash

phase of MUSSES1604D, we adopted different methods to derive the rest-frame light curves

at flash and post-flash phases respectively. For the post-flash light curves, we firstly fit the

observed light curves by applying the SALT2 model of SNe Ia spectrophotometric evolution

which is built using a large data set including light curves and spectra of both nearby and

distant SNe Ia16. After light curve fitting, K-correction is performed to get the rest-frame B- and

V -band light curves according to the best-fitting spectral sequence model of MUSSES1604D

with SNCosmo38. For the light curve in the flash phase (within 5 days after the explosion),

we applied the color-based K-correction with a pseudo power-law spectral energy distribution

(SED) function f (ν) = kνα , where ν is the frequency of the light, k and α are parameters

derived by the early color information of MUSSES1604D. Considering there is no indication

of Na I D absorption lines in any of our spectra (S/N ∼ 18 per resolution element near the

wavelength of Na I D lines for the around-maximum spectrum) and the supernova was located

far away from the center of an S0-type host, we only take into account the Galactic extinction

given by E(B−V )MW = 0.0263 mag (SFD, 199839). The rest-frame B- and V -band light curves

are shown in Extended Data Figure 3.

The K-corrected rest-frame light curve of MUSSES1604D indicates a B-band peak absolute

magnitude of -18.8, but with ∆m15(B) ≈ 1.0 mag, corresponding to a slow-evolving normal-

brightness SN Ia according to the Phillips relation17. The V -band light curve of MUSSES1604D
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is consistent with typical normal-brightness SNe Ia, such as SN 2011fe. All photometric data

in observer and rest frames are listed in Extended Data Table 1.

III. Explanations for the peculiarities of MUSSES1604D

The “peculiarities” of MUSSES1604D mainly include: 1) a prominent optical flash with

peculiar color evolution at very early time; 2) the red B−V color evolution in general; 3) a

normal-brightness SN Ia with prominent Ti II absorptions in the around-maximum spectrum;

4) a slow-evolving B-band light curve. In this section, we compare different scenarios which

may account for such peculiarities, and find the best solution.

The companion-ejecta interaction. We performed two-dimensional axisymmetric radia-

tion hydrodynamic simulations of the explosions of a WD with a Chandrasekhar mass in binary

systems to obtain light curves and spectra resulting from collisions between the ejecta and the

companion star (Kutsuna and Shigeyama’s (K-S) CEI models19,40). The ejecta are described by

the W7 model20. The best-fitting light curves presented in Figure 3 are the outcomes expected

from an explosion in a binary system with a separation of 2.5×1013 cm when we observe this

event from the companion side. The companion star is a red giant with a mass of 1.05 M� (the

core mass is 0.45 M�) and a radius of 8.9×1012 cm, filling the Roche lobe. The initial mass

of the companion was assumed to be 1.50 M�. Although the CEI-induced early flash could

be prominent in this condition, we cannot reproduce the early light curves and B−V color

evolution of MUSSES1604D because a strong but long-lasting flash will be produced after in-

teracting with a red giant which has a more extended envelope8,19. For the spectral peculiarity
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(Figure 4), the prominent Ti II lines also contradict the predictions of typical explosion models

through the hydrogen-accreting single degenerate channel5,20,21.

Further comparisons of early-phase light curves with both Kasen’s (K10) and K-S CEI

models8,19 are presented in panels a–c of Extended Data Figure 1. Note that K10 predicts a

brighter early flash than K-S models because it assumes instantaneous thermalization in the

shocked matter while K-S models approximately take into account thermalization processes

between shocked matter and radiation (cooling of shocked matter by bremsstrahlung). As K10

noticed, the assumption of instantaneous thermalization tends to underestimate the energies of

photons and also results in overestimating the emissivity from shocked matter. Therefore, K10

models produce a prominent flash even with a low-mass main-sequence companion while K-S

models can only marginally produce a comparable early flash with a red-giant companion, and

produce an even fainter early flash with a main-sequence companion. Despite the different as-

sumptions in two CEI models, with an early flash as bright as that of MUSSES1604D, both K10

and K-S models predict blue color of B−V . 0.1 in the first 4 days after the explosion, which

is incompatible with the observations of MUSSES1604D.

The CSM-ejecta interaction. In the double-degenerate progenitor scenario where a SN Ia

is generated from the merger of two WDs, a considerable amount of material from the disrupted

secondary WD may get pushed out to a large radius41,42 and possibly result in an early ultravio-

let/optical flash due to the interaction with the ejecta9,10. The strong early light curve enhance-

ment seen in MUSSES1604D requires a very extended CSM distribution10,43. Regardless of the

physical possibility of reaching the CSM distribution under their assumptions, interactions with
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more extended CSM not only strengthen the early flash but also increase the diffusion time,

resulting in a bluer and longer flash phase10. Panels d–f of Extended Data Figure 1 show the

early light curves and color evolution predicted by CSM-ejecta interaction models. To produce

a flash with a brightness comparable to that of MUSSES1604D, blue and slow color evolution

is inevitable in these models, even after fine-tuning the CSM scale and the 56Ni distribution of

the inner ejecta. Therefore, the CSM-ejecta interaction cannot explain the prominent early flash

and the rapid, red B−V color evolution observed for MUSSES1604D.

The He-detonation-triggered scenarios. Another scenario is the SN Ia explosion triggered

by the detonation of the He layer. The He detonation generates radioactive materials as the nu-

cleosynthesis ash. For example, He detonation on the surface of a Chandrasekhar-mass WD

would leave 56Ni as a main energy source in this layer with the mass fraction (X56Ni) reaching

to ∼ 20% (see below). The diffusion time44 of optical photons through this He layer is esti-

mated to be ∼ 2 days ×(κ/0.2cm2g−1)0.5(MHe/0.02M�)0.5(VHe/20,000kms−1)−0.5. Here, a

subscript “He” is used for quantities related to the He layer, and the He as a dominant element

in the layer is assumed to be fully ionized. MHe and VHe are the mass and velocity of the He

layer respectively, andκ is the opacity. The decay power at ∼ 2 days from the 56Ni in the He

layer is estimated to be ∼ 2.5×1041 erg s−1 (X56Ni/0.2)× (MHe/0.02M�). Therefore, the ra-

dioactivity in the He-detonation ash is predicted to produce a prompt flash lasting for a few days

with the peak bolometric magnitude of ∼ -16, assuming the He mass MHe ∼ 0.03 M�. This

scenario roughly explains the nature of the early flash found for MUSSES1604D. For the sub-

Chandrasekhar WD, the abundance in the He ash is dominated by the other radioactive isotopes,

52Fe and 48Cr, and they power the early flash. Still, a similar argument as above applies.
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The synthetic light curves and spectra expected from the He-shell detonation models are

simulated as follows (Figures 2–4). We constructed a series of toy one-dimensional models

which mimic the results of DDet hydrodynamic simulations13,23. The density structure is as-

sumed to be exponential in velocity space, where the kinetic energy is specified by the energy

generation for the assumed burned composition structure. A stratified structure in the composi-

tion and a uniform abundance pattern in each layer are assumed, where the distribution of the

burning products is set to represent the DDet models23.

The model structures are shown in Extended Data Figures 5 and 6. Our sub-Chandrasekhar

model and Chandrasekhar model are similar to a typical DDet model and the W7 model, re-

spectively, in the mass coordinate. For the Chandrasekhar WD model, we replaced part of the

56Ni-rich region with a Si-rich region, leading to a more centrally confined structure than in the

W7 model. Note that we assume a stable Fe/Ni region in the core of the Chandrasekhar model,

the mass of which is taken to be ∼ 0.2 M� similar to that in the W7 model. For each model, we

run multi-frequency and time-dependent Monte-Carlo radiation transfer calculations40, which

were updated to include radioactive energy input from the decay chains of 52Fe/Mn/Cr and

48Cr/V/Ti together with 56Ni/Co/Fe. The code assumes LTE for the ionization, which is gen-

erally believed to be a good approximation in the early phase. For example, in the W7 model,

LTE and NLTE simulations yield indistinguishable light curves (except for the U-band) until ∼

25 days after the explosion, corresponding to ∼ 5 days after the B-maximum45,46. In addition,

we do not include the non-thermal excitation of He; generally He absorption lines in optical

wavelength are invisible for the DDet models even with this effect24.
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The peculiar early light curve and color evolution as well as the strong Ti II absorptions for

MUSSES1604D can be naturally reproduced by the DDet scenario, as shown by the model for

the 1.03 M� WD with 0.054 M� He (ash) layer in Figures 2–4. We note that the idea that the

DDet model predicts an early flash by the radioactive decay of He ash was independently pro-

posed by Noebauer et al.25 in work posted on arXiv after we submitted this paper. Their model,

which is qualitatively similar to our sub-Chandrasekhar model, leads to the early flash and the

color evolution in the first few days after an explosion, powered by the decay of 52Fe and 48Cr,

as is similar to our model prediction. However, their model lacks around/post-maximum light-

curve and spectral information, therefore further comparison with our model is not possible.

Although the sub-Chandrasekhar DDet model can explain most of peculiarities of MUSSES-

1604D, it has prominent defects in the resulting fast evolution of the simulated B-band light

curve (see also refs13,23). Note that the fast decline of B-band light curve predicted by this

classical DDet scenario of the sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD happens from ∼ 17 days after the

explosion, and the magnitude becomes ∼ 1.4 mag fainter than the peak at t ∼ 25 days. The

difference between the LTE and NLTE treatments in the first 25 days after the explosion is too

small to account for such abnormal light curve evolution45,46, and thus it is unlikely that the

LTE assumption accounts for this discrepancy. Another issue is that the quantity of radioactive

isotopes in this model (0.054 M� of the He layer as a minimal He shell for the He detonation)

produces a stronger flash than that of MUSSES1604D, suggesting that the observationally re-

quired mass of the He layer is lower. For further investigation of the classical DDet scenario, we

ran a grid of models spanning WD masses from ∼ 0.9 to 1.4 M�, but all the models predicted
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very fast evolution in the B-band light curve and/or too-bright peak luminosity.

Indeed, this fast evolution in the B-band light curve has been recognized as one of the issues

in the (sub-Chandrasekhar) DDet model13, because the Fe-peak and Ti/Cr in the He ash should

start blocking the photons in the bluer bands once the temperature decreases after the maximum

light, and this argument is not sensitive to the LTE or NLTE treatment. It has been shown that

this problem could be remedied if the mass of the He layer is much smaller than that required by

the classical DDet Model so as not to provide a large opacity29,30,47, partly based on an idea that

such a small amount of He (< 0.01 M�) would lead to detonation when a substantial fraction

of carbon is mixed in the He layer48. We have also confirmed from our model sequence that the

light curves of sub-Chandrasekhar DDet models are indeed roughly consistent with normal (but

relatively faint and fast-evolving) SNe Ia, once the He layer is removed. However, this scenario

would not explain MUSSES1604D, as we do see prominent early flash and signatures of the He

ash in the maximum spectrum.

To remedy the abnormal fast-evolution issue in the classical DDet scenario, we investigated

additional models in which we allow that the relation between the WD mass and the final 56Ni

production expected in DDet is not necessarily fulfilled. By altering the WD mass, 56Ni mass,

and the He mass, the most straightforward choice we found is shown in Figures 2–4, where the

models with 1.38 M� WD, 0.01–0.03 M� He-ash layer, and 0.43 M� of 56Ni are presented.

Additionally we investigated the model with 1.28 M� WD, 0.013 M� He-ash layer, and 0.44

M� of 56Ni. While such a relatively less massive WD model can also give a slow-evolving

light curve, the pre-maximum B−V color turns out to be too red. Therefore, we constrain the
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acceptable WD mass range between 1.28 and 1.38 M�. In addition, an even better consistency

of the light curves and color evolution from ∼ 5 days after the B-band maximum could be

expected for our preferred model (1.38 M� WD + 0.03 M� He-shell) once the NLTE effects

were taken into account45,46.

From these analyses, we suggest two scenarios that involve He detonation. First is the He-

ignited violent merger scenario14. In this case, the primary WD mass should still be ∼ 1 M� to

produce the required peak luminosity. The accretion stream of He during the merging process

may trigger a detonation even if the He mass is low14,27. If the secondary white dwarf is swept

up by the ejecta, this would explain the slow-evolving light curve. However, there are two

drawbacks to this scenario: (1) it is uncertain whether the core detonation can be triggered by

the thin-He-shell detonation26,27; and (2) it will involve fine-tuning of the merging configuration

(e.g., the masses of the WDs) to reproduce the observational features of MUSSES1604D.

The second scenario is the He detonation on the surface of a nearly-Chandrasekhar-mass

WD, as is motivated by our light curve and spectral models which reproduce the observational

results quite well simply by assuming a standard Chandrasekhar-mass WD without fine-tuning.

The amount of He mass is also consistent in this picture to trigger the detonation there. The

evolutionary track of this binary system towards the He detonation on the surface of a WD

more massive than 1.3 M� has been never discussed in the literature. Further investigations

are needed to explore whether this scenario can be realized or not. Another drawback is that in

the classical DDet scenario it will produce too much 56Ni through core detonation, resulting in

an over-luminous SN Ia. Still, the fact that this simple model explains all the main features of
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MUSSES1604D is striking, indicating that it is unlikely to be a mere coincidence. This would

suggest that there could be a mechanism to reduce the mass of 56Ni as compared to the classical

DDet picture.

More realistic light curve and spectra might be realized if one takes into account the pos-

sible viewing-angle effect related to both the violent merger scenario and the He-ignited near-

Chandrasekhar-WD scenario. Our one-dimensional models only address angle-averaged be-

havior. The Ti/Fe absorptions will be stronger than our one-dimensional prediction if the line

of sight is to intersect a region of the He ash. The initial light-curve enhancement would also

be dependent on the viewing angle, but this effect would be much less prominent than in the

absorption.

Another issue is that the Si and S features of MUSSES1604D are not very well reproduced.

In general, these features are qualitatively well explained but obtaining quantitatively good fits

is an issue even with sophisticated NLTE modeling49. We find that these features are also sensi-

tive to detailed composition structure even in one-dimensional simulations. Providing detailed

fitting for these features is beyond the scope of this study, as these features are theoretically

more uncertain than the features we have analyzed in this paper.

IV. The explosion epoch of MUSSES1604D

Extrapolating the explosion epoch of a SN Ia based on the 56Ni-powered light curve is

controversial because a considerable “dark phase” between the explosion and the radioactive
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decay from SN ejecta may exist for some SNe Ia50−53. For example, the best-observed SN Ia

so far, SN 2011fe likely has a one-day dark phase though it was discovered at the brightness of

∼ 1/1000 of its peak brightness52,54. More stringent restrictions on the explosion epoch require

not only deep-imaging observations but also specific radiation mechanisms at early times to

light up the dark phase55. Thanks to the deep imaging capability of Subaru/HSC and the early

flash of MUSSES1604D, the explosion time of MUSSES1604D can be pinpointed.

In He-detonation-triggered scenarios, the early optical flash is produced immediately from

the radioactive decay at the surface of the SN ejecta, which is the earliest optical emission

except for the almost non-detectable cooling emission from the shock-heated WD soon after

the SN shock breakout50,56. Thus, MUSSES1604D was discovered at an earlier phase than any

previously discovered SN Ia. Given an effectively negligible dark phase before the early flash,

we adopt the classical t2 fireball model (where t is the time since the explosion) for the rising

phase of the early flash, assuming that neither the photospheric temperature nor the velocity

changes significantly in estimating the explosion epoch of MUSSES1604D. The result indicates

that the first observation of MUSSES1604D is at ∼ 0.51+0.08
−0.06 days after the SN explosion.

According to the best-fitting light curves derived from the post-flash multi-band photometry

(dashed lines in Figure 1), the g-band magnitude reaches the same level of our first observation

(25.14 mag) at t ∼ 3 days. This may imply that a non-negligible dark phase exists for non-

early-flash SNe Ia.

V. MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia and their rarity
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The rate of occurrence of He-detonation-triggered SNe Ia can be constrained by estimating

the fraction of MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia. By inspecting over 1,000 SNe Ia from normal to

various different subtypes which have at least one good spectrum from about -6 to +12 days

after their B-band maximum through published resources and open SN databases57,58, three

MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia (without early-phase observations) have been found. The screen-

ing criteria and detailed properties of the MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia are listed in Extended

Data Table 2. In addition to three normal-brightness SNe Ia (-19.4 . MB . -18.7) we men-

tioned here, some subluminous SNe Ia also show good similarities to MUSSES1604D (e.g.

02es-like SNe Ia, PTF10ops and SN 2010lp, which also have slow-evolving light curve and

similar spectral features to MUSSES1604D59,60). However, due to insufficient information to

classify these subluminous objects conclusively, the discussion here focuses on the best three

MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia, namely SN 2006bt, SN 2007cq, and SN 2012df61−64.

A normal-brightness SN Ia, SN 2006bt shows good similarity with MUSSES1604D in

both light curve and spectral features except for the shallow Si II λ5972 absorption seen in

MUSSES1604D. Because there is no Na I D feature in the spectra of SN 2006bt and the SN is

far away from the center of an S0/a host galaxy, the absolute magnitude is shown in Extended

Data Table 2 without taking into account the host extinction. Well-organized follow-up obser-

vations for SN 2006bt indicate pre-maximum Ti II absorptions, a slow-evolving B-band light

curve and similar B−V color evolution to MUSSES1604D.

SN 2007cq is classified as another MUSSES1604D-like SN Ia. In particular, the pre-

maximum spectroscopy of SN 2007cq shows prominent Ti II absorptions from about 6 days
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before the B-band maximum, which is consistent with the prediction of the He-detonation

models12,23. Note that SN 2007cq shows shallower intermediate element absorption features

and bluer color than MUSSES1604D, which could be attributed to a larger amount of 56Ni

generated from the core explosion for SN 2007cq.

SN 2012df was located at the edge of an S0-like galaxy. The spectrum was taken near

its brightness peak with an unfiltered absolute magnitude of ∼ -18.9 (without extinction cor-

rection). Despite the limited observational information for SN 2012df, high spectral similar-

ity between two SNe Ia has been found at a similar epoch (Figure 4). Therefore we classify

SN 2012df as a MUSSES1604D-like SN Ia. Comparisons of the spectral evolution and light

curves of MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia are presented in Extended Data Figures 2 and 3 respec-

tively.

To obtain a conservative estimate of the event rate of MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia, we elimi-

nated all subluminous objects, even though some of them may have the same origin59,60. Statis-

tically there are 4 MUSSES1604D-like objects (including MUSSES1604D) out of∼ 800 SNe Ia

with B-band peak absolute magnitude . -18.7, corresponding to a fraction of MUSSES1604D-

like SNe Ia of ∼ 0.5%.

The traditional SN Ia classification which is mainly based on SN brightness and spectral

features will classify MUSSES1604D and iPTF14atg into two peculiar subtypes, even though

both have strong early light curve enhancements, slow-evolving light curves, prominent Ti II

absorptions, and similar color evolution and host environments7,55, implying that they might
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be intrinsically connected65. However, whether iPTF14atg is also triggered by the He-shell

detonation is an open question because the Ti II absorptions and red color of subluminous

SNe Ia in the post-flash phase can be attributed to the low temperature of ejecta, and the lack

of early color information prevents us from further comparisons with MUSSES1604D at the

flash phase. It is worth noting that the earliest B−V color of iPTF14atg at ∼ 5 days after the

explosion is probably too red to be explained by CEI or CSM-ejecta interaction, but is in line

with the predictions of He-detonation models (Figure 2). As a reference for the future work,

in Extended Data Table 2, we list MUSSES1604D-like and iPTF14atg-like candidates selected

from different SN Ia branches59,60,66−68. Similarities among these objects may suggest intrinsic

connections between a number of SNe Ia of different subtypes.

Code availability. The post-flash light curve fitting and K-correction are carried out with the

SALT2 model and SNCosmo, which are available at http://supernovae.in2p3.fr/salt/doku.php

& https://sncosmo.readthedocs.io/en/v1.5.x/ respectively. We have not made publicly available

the code for the companion-ejecta interaction (CEI) models or the radiation-transfer code used

for He-detonation simulations, because they are not prepared for the open-use. Instead, the sim-

ulated light curves and spectra for the He-detonation models shown in this paper are available

upon request.

Data availability. The Source Data for Figures 1, 3 and 4 are available in the online version

of the paper. Photometric and spectroscopic data will also be made publicly available on WIS-

eREP3 (http://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il/).
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Extended Data Figure 1: Comparison of MUSSES1604D observations and different model

simulations at flash phase. Symbols for MUSSES1604D data are the same as those in Figures

1–3 and the results from our best-fitting He-detonation model (1.38 M� WD + 0.03 M� He-

shell, red solid lines) are shown in each panel. Panels a-c present early B-band (a) and V -band

(b) light curves and B−V color evolution (c) generated by different CEI simulations observed

from the companion side. Dashed lines correspond to the K10 models with different binary-

system compositions (MS, main-sequence star; RG, red-giant star)8. The magenta dashed-

dotted line denotes our best-fitting K-S CEI model19. Although an early flash as bright as that

of MUSSES1604D could be produced with specific CEI models, the predicted color is very

blue at the CEI-flash phase. Panels d and e are V -band light curves simulated by the CSM-

ejecta interaction with deep (d) and shallow (e) 56Ni distribution for the inner ejecta (Piro &

Morozova, P1610). Dotted lines correspond to an external mass of Me = 0.3 M� with different

outer radii Re. Panel f is the color evolution under the same assumptions as in e. Similar to CEI

models, combinations of early light curves and color evolution predicted by the CSM-ejecta

interaction are different from the observed features of MUSSES1604D.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Spectral evolution of MUSSES1604D and analogues. Spectra

for MUSSES1604D (dark green) are compared with those of the analogous SNe Ia SN 2006bt,

SN 2007cq and SN 2012df at similar epochs. Late-phase spectra of SN 2011fe are included for

reference. SALT/RSS follow-up observations were carried out -2 and 12 days after the B-band

maximum and the other two spectra were taken by Gemini-N/GMOS 3 and 26 days after the

B-band maximum.
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Extended Data Figure 3: Rest-frame B- and V -band light curves for MUSSES1604D and

other SNe Ia. K-corrections in flash (open squares) and post-flash phase (filled squares with

dashed lines) of MUSSES1604D were carried out with different methods (see Methods). An

excellent light curve match is shown for MUSSES1604D, SN 2006bt and SN 2007cq. Another

peculiar early-flash SN Ia iPTF14atg also shows similar light curves though its brightness is ∼

1 magnitude fainter than MUSSES1604D. Light curves of a normal SN Ia, SN 2011fe (black

dotted lines) are provided for reference. Magnitudes shown here are in the Vega system and the

error bars denote 1-σ uncertainties.
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a b5" 5"

MUSSES1604D 
(April 5th, 2016)

MUSSES1604D 
(April 4th, 2016)

Extended Data Figure 4: Early Subaru/HSC g-band images for MUSSES1604D. The left

panel shows the earliest Subaru/HSC image of MUSSES1604D (α(J2000) = 12h18m19s.85,

δ (J2000) = +00◦15’17.38”) taken on UT April 4.345, 2016, when the g-band magnitude of

MUSSES1604D was 25.14 ± 0.15. The supernova then brightened rapidly to ∼ 23.1 mag in

one day (right panel).
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Extended Data Figure 5: Composition structures of models used for radiation-transfer

simulations. The composition structures shown here are He-detonation models for the

sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD (1.03 M� WD + 0.054 M� He-shell; panels a & c) and the

Chandrasekhar-mass WD (1.38 M� WD + 0.03 M� He-shell; panels b & d). The mass fractions

of selected elements are shown as a function of velocity (a, b) or mass coordinate (c, d). Colors

used for selected elements are same for all panels.
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Extended Data Figure 6: Density structures of the models used for radiation-transfer

simulations. The density structures (as a function of velocity) shown here are He-detonation

models for the sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD (1.03 M� WD + 0.054 M� He-shell; black dashed

line) and the Chandrasekhar-mass WD (1.38 M� WD + 0.03 M� He-shell; red solid line).
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Extended Data Table 1: Imaging observations of MUSSES1604D
UT Date Phasea Telescope/Instrument g r i Bb V b

Apr 04.34 -19.62 Subaru/HSC 25.14 (15) – – – –

Apr 04.39 -19.58 Subaru/HSC 24.96 (16) – – – –

Apr 05.25 -18.82 Subaru/HSC 23.09 (07) – – – –

Apr 05.29 -18.78 Subaru/HSC 23.15 (06) – – – –

Apr 05.33 -18.74 Subaru/HSC 23.09 (05) – – – –

Apr 05.34 – 05.43 -18.74 – -18.65 Subaru/HSC 23.08 (05) 22.99 (05) – 23.16 (04) 22.97 (05)

Apr 05.49 -18.59 Subaru/HSC – 22.96 (06) – – –

Apr 05.55 -18.54 Subaru/HSC – 22.91 (05) – – –

Apr 06.46 – 06.56 -17.73 – -17.64 Subaru/HSC 23.05 (05) 22.64 (05) – 23.08 (04) 22.63 (05)

Apr 08.51 -15.89 Subaru/HSC – 22.14 (04) – – 22.50

Apr 17.41 -7.93 ARC/ARCTIC 20.35 (03) 20.06 (03) – 20.33 20.06

Apr 26.59 0.29 Kiso/KWFC – 19.60 (06) – 19.93 19.61

Apr 28.93 2.38 INT/WFC 19.95 (02) 19.64 (01) 19.84 (01) 19.98 19.61

May 05.07 7.87 NOT/ALFOSC 20.32 (03) 19.81 (02) 20.04 (02) 20.24 19.76

May 05.93 8.64 LT/IO:O 20.39 (02) 19.73 (01) 20.01 (02) 20.29 19.79

May 11.93 14.01 LT/IO:O 20.89 (03) 20.04 (03) 20.30 (04) 20.77 20.11

May 14.14 15.99 ARC/ARCTIC 21.04 (04) 20.15 (02) 20.29 (02) 20.97 20.22

May 19.89 – 19.92 21.14 – 21.16 NOT/ALFOSC 21.63 (06) 20.42 (02) 20.32 (04) 21.49 20.43

May 25.32 26.00 Gemini-N/GMOS 22.01 (02) 20.67 (02) – 21.93 20.62

May 28.91 29.21 LT/IO:O 22.41 (08) 20.80 (03) 20.55 (03) 22.17 20.78

Jun 06.98 37.33 NOT/ALFOSC 22.69 (04) 21.21 (04) 20.98 (05) 22.68 21.26

Notes. The magnitudes in g, r and i bands (observer-frame; AB system) have been transferred to the standard SDSS photometric system by
adopting a color term correction based on field stars. Rest-frame B- and V -band magnitudes are in the Vega system. Numbers in parenthesis
correspond to 1-σ statistical uncertainties in units of 1/100 mag.

a Days (rest-frame) relative to the estimated date of the B-band maximum, UT April 26.27, 2016.
b K-correction for the flash-phase (April 4–8) observations is carried out by using the power-law spectral energy distribution models derived from

the color of the early flash. For post-flash observations, K-correction is performed according to the best-fitting spectral sequence model of
MUSSES1604D. The Galactic extinction (E(B−V )MW = 0.0263 mag) has been corrected.
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Extended Data Table 2: Properties of MUSSES1604D- and iPTF14atg-like SNe Ia
SN BMax

a ∆m15(B) B−V TiII SiII V SiII λ6355
c TiII

Name (mag) (mag) Levelb Absorptionsc,d λ5972c,e (km s−1) Evolutionf

MUSSES1604D-Like SN Ia Candidates
MUSSES1604D -18.8+ 1.0+ Red+ Very Deep+ Shallow+ 11,800+ Slow+

SN 2012df+ -18.9g
+ — Marginal-red+ Deep+ Shallow+ 12,000+ —

SN 2007cq+ -19.4+ 1.1+ Normal− Deep+ Shallow+ 11,000+ Slow+

SN 2006bt+ -18.9+ 1.1+ Marginal-red+ Deep+ Intermediate − 11,600+ Slow+

SN 2011fe− -19.2+ 1.2 | Normal− Intermediate− Intermediate − 10,300 | Normal−
iPTF14atg-Like SN Ia Candidates

iPTF14atg -17.7+ 1.3+ Red+ Very Deep+ Deep+ 7,300+ Normal+
SN 2002es+ -17.9+ 1.3+ Red+ Very Deep+ Deep+ 6,000+ Normal+
SN 2010lp? -17.9+ 1.4+ Ultra-Red+ Very Deep+ Deep+ 10,600− —
PTF10ops? -17.8+ 1.1+ Ultra-Red+ Deep+ Deep+ 10,000− Normal+
SN 2011ay? -18.1+ 1.3+ Red+ Deep+ Intermediate | 5,600+ Fast−
SN 2008A? -17.9+ 1.3+ Red+ Deep+ Intermediate | 6,900+ Fast−
SN 2005hk? -17.7+ 1.5 | Marginal-red | Deep+ Deep + 6,100+ Fast−
SN 2008ae? -17.1 | 1.4+ Ultra-Red+ Deep+ Intermediate | 7,900+ Fast−
SN 2002cx? -17.5+ 1.2+ Normal− Deep+ Intermediate | 5,500+ Normal+

Notes. For each property, we use “+”, “ | ” and “-” footnotes as “support”, “neutral” and “opposite” respectively to show the similarity between
candidates and MUSSES1604D/iPTF14atg. For all three MUSSES1604D-like SNe Ia, the host extinction are neglected because of the relatively
distant location of SNe to the center of their S0/a host galaxies and the non-detection of Na I D lines in their spectra. Galactic extinction has been
applied with E(B−V )MW of 0.1096 mag and 0.050 mag for SN 2007cq and SN 2006bt respectively.

a The absolute magnitude for iPTF14atg, 02es-like (SN 2002es, SN 2010lp, PTF10ops) and all normal-brightness SNe Ia was calculated by
using cosmological parameters H0 = 70.0 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.30, ΩΛ = 0.70 and Ων = 0.00. For 02cx-like SNe Ia, we adopt the value
from the related paper68.

b The B−V color information at around the B-band maximum. Here, we define B−V ≥ 0.4 mag, 0.4 mag > B−V ≥ 0.2 mag, 0.2 mag >
B−V ≥ 0.1 mag, 0.1 mag > B−V ≥ -0.1 mag and -0.1 mag > B−V as “ultra-red”, “red”, “marginal-red”, “normal” and “blue”, respectively.

c Spectral features at around the B-band maximum. For normal-brightness and subluminous SNe Ia, we used spectra taken on the closest
epoch to t = -2 and t = 0, respectively (relative to the B-band maximum) for the similarity comparisons.

d The relative strength of Ti II absorptions near the B-band maximum. The strength is relative to normal-type SNe Ia, e.g. SN 2011fe.
e We define the equivalent width (EW) of Si II λ5972 line as: EW (SiIIλ5972) ≤ 10 Å, 10 Å < EW (SiIIλ5972) ≤ 30 Å, 30 Å < EW (SiIIλ5972) as

“Shallow”, “Intermediate” and “Deep”, respectively.
f The relative evolution speed of Ti II absorptions in the first 10± 2 days after the B-band maximum. The evolution speed is relative to SN 2011fe

and iPTF14atg for normal-brightness and subluminous SNe Ia respectively.
g Unfiltered photometry without considering the Galactic extinction E(B−V )MW = 0.0393 mag.
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